Course-Level vs. Program-Level Learning Outcomes

Course-Level Learning Outcome

Drawing I (ARTS 1316)

Upon successful completion of this course, students will:

1. Describe visual subjects through the use of accurate and sensitive observation.
2. Generate drawings which demonstrate descriptive, expressive, and conceptual approaches.
3. Utilize varied materials and techniques with informed aesthetic and conceptual strategies.
4. Demonstrate an appropriate level of professional practice, including safety, craft and presentation.

Program Learning Outcome

Associate in Fine Arts (A.F.A.)

Graduates will be able to:

1. Demonstrate foundation skills in the use of art process and media that enable clear, creative visual communication.
2. Distinguish and express the principles and elements of two-dimensional and three-dimensional design, including color theory.
3. Analyze and articulate the significance of art history, contemporary culture, and the global perspectives in the making of art and design.